On a stormy morning at the sprawling Second Street School on the edge of the Kentucky River
in Frankfort, teacher Samantha Sams is working her way from room to room, challenging small
groups of students with tasks that build on their regular lessons.
Surrounded by third graders going over a reading passage, Sams is working through the descriptive
vocabulary asking the students about words like “pelting” and “winding” — what they mean and how they
enhance the text.
An hour later, Sams is at the head of a table of second graders as they explain in writing how to solve a subtraction
problem. While some describe place value, others try to
ABOVE: Samantha Sams works on vocabulary and
find the right words to sum up borrowing or work out a
reading with a group of third grade students at
concise explanation of what subtraction is.
Second Street School in Frankfort.
Sams juggles the answers to students’ questions
with her own inquiries designed to clarify their stateKEEPING THE FOCUS ON KENTUCKY SCHOOLS
ments or corral stray thoughts.
This series of three briefs on efforts to boost teacher
Between her time in the two classrooms, Sams
leadership shows how recent initiatives to strengthen
squeezed in a short consult with a kindergartner creating a
teachers through new roles and modern collaborative
basic PowerPoint presentation describing the things he
options improves school culture and leads to better
likes most — from his family to bananas. This year, as
results with students. Also in this series:
the K-8 school’s rigor alignment coach, and last year as a
n Common Assignments: A New Way for
gifted coordinator and teacher in this K-8 school, Sams
Teachers to Network
seeks ways students can learn more. But it is the way that
n Expanding Horizons: Using Leadership to
her job allows Sams to keep learning that led her here.
Keep, Build Top Teachers
After her first three years as a teacher in another
district, Sams said she began to consider a new career.
The Prichard Committee’s partners in presenting these
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briefs are listed on the back page of this story.
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“I came up with ideas and
presented them, but felt constraints.
I did not know how to maneuver in
that world,” she said. “Being a
teacher can feel defeating. You hear
people say, ‘You’re the expert,’ but
often you don’t feel support. You
feel like you have to solve the
world’s problems by yourself.”
Her turning point came when
she was invited to Elevating and
Celebrating Effective Teaching and
Teachers, a workshop to spark
teacher networks and amplify
teacher voices. In Kentucky, ECET2
was launched by The Fund for
Transforming Education in Kentucky, now known as Transform
Education Kentucky. The event
gathered hundreds of teachers from
across the state to share ideas and
define issues.
At the most basic level, teacher leadership
programs in Kentucky have created new networks that
flourish through social media and follow-up meetings.
Beyond those connections, bringing teachers together
creates a forum for strengthening the teaching
profession and student outcomes. For many, the
growth has led to a more satisfying and wider view of
what it means to be a teacher as well as ideas that
translate to more engaging and effective classrooms.
“I see evidence that it has helped us up our game,”
said Angie Gunter, an English teacher and dean of liberal
arts programs at Daviess County High School at the time
she first participated in ECET2 and now a literacy
specialist for the Green River Educational Cooperative.
“There is a lot to learn in a collective group that reaches
across the curriculum and brings together people from
different geographic areas,” she said.
In Gunter’s case, the work around building modern
support for the teaching profession has led to districtlevel convenings of content and English language arts
teachers focused on how to help students work with
more complicated texts.
Expanded networking also spawned a partnership
with the local newspaper that allowed a weekly article
from a teacher discussing their work, perceptions and
education issues. “It was a positive way to change the
narrative about what teachers do and think,” Gunter said.
A CONNECTED CAREER

“I am certain I would not be where I am as a teacher
without my teacher leadership network,” said Stephanie
Carrico, a math teacher at Royal Spring Middle School
in Scott County in her 10th year teaching. “I am working
toward a new level of reaching students and challenging
them.”

In her first year as a teacher,
Carrico’s Algebra I class never
made it to learning about systems
of equations because of the time it
took her to cover other topics. Last
year, her class was there by March
with many students moving on to
quadratic expressions before
Spring Break — something she
previously only squeezed in at the
end of the school year.
In addition, Carrico’s classes
focus on personalized learning
through the Summit Learning
program which allows students to
work at their own pace, making
sure that struggling students master
more content and that students can
advance when they are ready.
Looking back on her early
teaching years, Carrico said that
while she felt isolated and limited, the routine was
comfortable and commonplace.
“I was passionate and devoted to being a great
teacher, but the door to my classroom was closed. It was
between me and my kids,” Carrico recalled. “I was
effective, but I spent more time feeling defeated than
excited about what could be.”
In 2014, she attended her first ECET2 meeting, which
she said came with some trepidations about meeting
strangers and making change. “It was scary,” she said. “I
do what is comfortable and am not quick to change.
From that first step, though, my horizons have grown.”
She said that she now sees teaching as a connected
career where learning opportunities are as plentiful for
her as they are for any student. “My network has grown
to be something that reaches outside my building,
outside my district, outside the state,” Carrico said.
Sams of Frankfort said that connecting with a
network of in-person and online contacts has led to
major steps forward that have helped her to improve
student learning. “Now, I know how to not just assign
work, but to make it an experience,” she said. “This has
given me opportunities for learning that I can also open
for students and other teachers.”
FOCUS ON LEADERSHIP

In addition to growing as a classroom leader,
expanded networks and teacher leadership programs
have introduced possibilities for many teachers to be
more deeply aware of professional issues and participate
in education policy discussions.
Fern Creek High School’s Kip Hottman, a Spanish
teacher for 15 years, looks back on his career as two
distinct periods. His interactions in the first decade were
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Indeed, one big question
defined by work at the departlooming is how to continue and
ment- or school-level, with some
sustain experiences that have
interactions at the statewide
shown major promise in pilot
Kentucky World Language
phases that might fade unless
Association conference once a
they become a part of the overall
year. In 2013, he joined the
state and local system for
teacher leadership movement
developing teachers.
through the Hope Street Group, a
Los Angeles-based nonprofit
Traditional professional degroup that launched a Kentucky
velopment offerings are focus on
teacher network that year to
schools or districts, while
strengthen teachers’ voice in
growth opportunities that reach
policy discussions and build
beyond regional boundaries are
‘This has given me
teacher networks. It sparked a
rare and often group teachers by
opportunities for learning
professional transformation.
subject or grade level. In many
that I can also open
teacher leadership networking
Hottman’s first exposure to
for my students.’
endeavors, participants find and
education policymaking came at
a legislative meeting in Frankfort
— Samantha Sams, form their own connections. In
where the agenda, coincidentally,
Second Street School, Frankfort addition, many state-level or
district programs mandate
included a bill that would have
involvement, which stands at
awarded a foreign language credit
odds with networking fueled by
for computer programming
eager participants.
courses. He was startled to find
that the bill was being considered with no input from
Even with the obstacles of traditional approaches,
teachers. Hottman informed colleagues and the state
observers and educators say that new teacherassociation and has been eager to be part of policy and
engagement strategies are necessary to improve student
content discussions ever since.
experiences and outcomes and to satisfy new teachers
who expect a connected workplace that offers avenues
Sams of Frankfort said teachers need to know more
to growth and options for tapping the expertise of
about the “what” and “why” behind state decisions or
colleagues who may be working in a different region or
local directions for teaching and learning. Sams said that
state.
gaining access to information about education policy
discussions has been “a game changer.”
“Teachers are an untapped resource, and it’s not as
simple as just saying, ‘Go for it,’ ” said Lauren Hill, an
“Never did I think education policy affected me,”
English teacher in Fayette County and director of
Sams said of her experience before getting involved in
Kentucky Classroom Teachers Enacting Positive
teacher-leadership networks. “Teachers being informed
Solutions, a group of teachers focused on common
creates a platform to make change that can go beyond
challenges to improve student learning.
the students that I work with.”
Hottman said that the combination of adding his
“We need to rethink support for teachers in a way
professional input to education issues, hearing what
that includes time and compensation,” said Hill, a teacher
others have to say, and gaining access to a network
at Leestown Middle School. “We should expect that
focused on stronger student results is a powerful mix.
during the school day, a professional teacher can reach
outside of the classroom and district to be a learner and
His professional and virtual network has helped
leader. The more that teachers can access new ideas,
him quickly tweak daily lessons that might have fallen
inspiration and professional passion, the closer we are to
flat in first period and reinforced his ability to
making great learning experiences happen.”
collaborate on a variety of education topics.
“I enjoy trying to share anything I can,” Hottman
In a workforce that numbers more than 42,000, the
said. “This has changed who I am professionally. You
effort to elevate teachers as professionals remains far
get a new skill set and feel confident. I now understand
from the norm.
how to reach out to my representatives, content experts
“We are still at a point where most classroom
and other teachers. Before, I would have struggled with
teachers don’t feel like leaders,” said Carrico of Scott
what to say or how to approach so many issues.”
County. While early teacher leadership efforts have
SUSTAINING IMPROVEMENT
improved the outlook and effectiveness for many,
Hottman said that teacher leadership involvement
teachers’ professional ability to widely collaborate on
has helped many Kentucky teachers see an encouraging
issues and challenges is still lacking, she noted. “We
path forward in a short period of time.
need more of those opportunities,” she said.
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